**eInstruction Team Activities: There it is!**

**There it is! Delivery**

CPS has made it easier than ever to get your students to learn without realizing it! Using the time-honored method of healthy competition, get your students to learn the course material while having a fun time in your class. You can organize your class into teams of students or let individual students compete. Everyone wins!

There it is! employs the Student Managed Assessment mode in a fastest-finger format. Each team or student answers a different question at a time, so students don't need to shout out answers.

- The first team/student to correctly respond to their question gets 25 points.
- Teams/Students who answer correctly, but did not answer first, get 20 points.
- Teams/Students who did not answer correctly or did not answer at all get 0 points.
- The points accumulate over the There it is! session and before long you have a winner.

Follow the steps below to start a There It Is! session.

1. Start CPS from your desktop icon.
2. Project CPS onto a screen or through a TV monitor.
3. Give your class a printout of the course material they will be answering during the There it is! session.
4. Open the CPS database that has the coordinating session of questions in one of the following delivery options:
   - A FastGrade lesson to accompany hard copy material (like paper tests, homework, and quizzes)
   - A lesson of questions
   - A standard of questions
5. Click the **Team Activities** tab.
6. Click the **There it is!** icon from the side menu.
7. Select the **Lessons** or **Standards** tab from the window.
8. Find and highlight a lesson or standard that has questions in it you would like to present to your class. Remember, this can be a FastGrade lesson (an answer key that accompanies existing hard copy material like tests, homework, and quizzes.)
9. Click the **Engage** icon from the top of the **Team Activities** tab. The CPS Session Setup window appears.

- **Session Title** indicates what name you can look under for session data from the **Reports** tab.
- **Session Categories** identify the purpose of the session.
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**Figure 1:** CPS Session Setup window for There It Is!
session.

Class is the roster of teams/students who are assigned pad IDs and whose responses are tracked.

10. Click **Start** after you have selected your session setup options. A Student Managed Assessment Board delivery window appears, consisting of pad ID numbers (top row or each row) and question numbers (bottom row of each row).
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**Figure 2: CPS There It Is! Initial Delivery Window**

11. Click **Start** from the delivery window. A new delivery window opens and displays the pad ID numbers with different questions: As students/teams answer their question, their pad ID turns blue. They can change their response anytime before you end this question delivery.
12. Click End when all teams/students have responded. The point values awarded to the teams/students for their responses are displayed:
- Pad ID 6 received 25 points for answering correctly first.
- Pad IDs 7 and 8 received 20 points each for answering correctly, but after pad ID 1.
- Pad IDs 9 and 10 did not respond correctly, so they received 0 points.
13. Click **Score** to see the name of each person or team responding and their points or click **Start** again to go on to the next question.

When you deliver the next question, each pad ID gets a different question than anyone in the class has had before. When the last question has been answered, the **Start** button is deactivated and the only option is to review the **Score** or **Close** the game. The Score is tallied for each participant:

- Click **Close** from the Scoreboard window and from the There it is! Delivery window.
- CPS asks if you would like to display the questions that were missed by the participants. Click **Yes** or **No**. If you click **No**, you can review the session data from the **Reports** tab. If you click **Yes**, the questions missed are displayed in a teacher managed delivery format. Students can respond but their answers are not saved or recorded as session data.

*Figure 4: There It Is! Delivery window with points assigned*

*Figure 5: There It Is! Scoreboard*